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-Ibsrracc Polluuon is an inevitable by-product of production and damages the environment. The tradevff between producUOn as a
good and polluUOn as a bad uver time can be analysed in the framework of a controt model, which yiofds a path of emisston charges
that

force the producers to behave in a socmlly opumal way. Polluuon that crosxs nattonal borders calls for internatronal

coordinauon u( emisswn cbarges. In urder to asumate the benefits of coordmauon une must ux a realistic

nontuoperatrve

rqwhbnum concept. A natural eztension of the control model implies unrealistic assumpUOns on information and commitment.
and undtr-esnmates

the damage to Ihe environment of not coordinating emissán charges.

In this note

Ihe

more realisnc

.uhgame-perfect non-catperatrve equilibrium is denved, which remforces the cax (or internanonal agreements on pollutton
comrol.

kaywonLs: Differenual games: economtcs; pollution: open-kiop~feedback: non-cooperatrve~cooperative.

l. Introduction
Many production processes damage the environment and this is the subject of increasing concern in
the world uf today. There exists a trade-off between the benefits of production and the disutility of
pullution as an inevitable by-product of production. Pollution is an externality. In the absence of private
property rights for a clean cnvironment and associated markets for pollution rights, production decisions
lead to inefficient outcomes with too much production and pollution. Trying to enforce these rights is
difficult and implies high administrative costs. It is oftcn better that the govetnment relies on taxes and
subsidies in an attempt to bring about efficient production decisions. Dasgupta [2] sets up a control
model to analyse the intenemporal trade-off between the benefits of production and the resulting
damage to the environment. Such a model yields optimal emission charges, which correspond to the
social price of a unit of pollution and, hence, ensure that production decisions are efficient.
Many pollutants (e.g. carbon dioxide) cross over national borders, which causes another externality.
The analysis uf Dasgupta [2] can be repeated with respect to a social welfare index for all countries
together. As a result emission charges are found, which lead to efficient outcomes and, therefore, should
he the aim uf an international agreement. These results have to be compared with the non-cooperative
uutcome in urder to estimate the benefits of international policy coordination. The non-cooperative
uutcome can be found by solving the control problems for each country separately and by using the Nash
equilibnum concept. At this puint, however, one has to be careful. When the Pontryagin technique is
used, as is done in Dasgupta [21. the open-loop Nash equilibrium (Ba;ar and Olsder [Ij) is found.
Cunceptually it is assumed now that the countries do not have information on the concentration levels of
pullutants and commit themselves forever to an initially chosen path of emission charges. It seems more
realistic to assume that countries do have information on the concentration levels of pollutants and can
reconstder thefr emission charges at any polnt in time. Therefore. in this note the feedback Nash ur
11R7-691 I ~91 ~SO1.50 ,i~ 1991 -[Isevier Science Publishen B.V. All rights rexrved
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subgame-perfect Markov equilibnum is derived. It is shuwn tha[ the subgame-perfect Markov eqwlibrium leads to a higher concentrauon level uf pollutants and lower emission charges than the open-luop
Nash equilibrium. It follows that as a consequence of unrealistic assumptions un the available informa[iun and the penud of commitment the damage to the natural environment of not coordinating emission
charges is under-es[imated.
Section ' describes the multi-country version uf the pollution control mudel in Dasgupta (2].
Furthermore. the model is extended with the possibility that countries make an effort to clean up the
environment at a certain c:ost. Section 3 descnbes the outcome under international coordination and
under the non-cuuperanve upen-luop Nash equilibrium. In Sectiun J the feedbeck Nash ur subgame-perfect Markov equilibrium is derived. Funhermore, the main result of this note is gtven. which states tha[
the benefits uf international coordination are under-estimated unless this more realistic equilibrium
concept is rmpluyed in the analysis. Section ~ concludes the nute with a summary and with suggestwns
for impixtant extensions uf the hasic international pollution control mudel.

2. Mulli-country pollution control model
There are N countries of equal size denoted by the subscripts i a l...., N. The productiun, Y,, uf each
country i yields as an inevitable hy-product a tlow of pollutants, crY,, where a~ 0 denutes the
emission-uu[put ra[io. The pollutants spread out over all coun[ries and increase the average stock uf
pollutants, S, which slowly dissolves at a rate à. This concentration level of pullutants damages the
natural environment uf each country according to a convex social damage function D(S). This model
effectively describes, for example, the greenhouse effect due to the emissiun uf carbun dioxide. Fur other
torms of pulluuun, wch as the " duwnstream" polluhon due to the Jumping uf toxtc waste tn the nver
Rhine, an asymmetnc se[-up is reqwred. To simplify mat[ers, it is assumed that the cmisswn-output rauo
ts tixcd and cannut bc luwered by investment in clean technulugy. There is alsu nu tnvestment tn phystcal
capt[al for grow[h or in puriÍicatiun. plants, but cuuntncs can make an cf(ort. E,. at ;t cuxt. C( E, ). C' ~ 11.
C" ~ U. tn urder tu reduce the cuncentrauon level uf pullutants. Apart from thc nCganve CxlefnalltV Uf
pollution also a posiuve externality can occur, because cleaning up is a public guod as all countries
benefít from it. The net soctal benefit of producuon. Y,, is given by a concave function. HIY,). Formally.
the government of country i aims a[ a producnon path. Y,(r). and a path uf efforts. E,(r). in order to
maximise sucial welfare.
W,-~~csp(-rr)[BO;(r))-C]E,(r))-D(S(r))]d!.
~

i-1.....,V.

where r~ ll drnutes the sucial rate uf discount. subject to the change uver ume uf the cunccntratwn Ic:vrl
uf pullutan[s,
v
1
I v
-lu~N)I ~Y,I-SS-II~N)I T~E,

t

(,)
.

S(O)-5,~.

~-t

whcre ri ? U denutci the runtitant rate uf degradauun. Jince there are nu markets lur pulluuun n~hts :tnJ
inJiviJual .uumutic ~gents ~annut mfluenee the Icvel ut tutal polluhun. thc markct uu[cumc ,imply
~urrc,tx~nJs to !:, - Il anJ }", - Y"a - argmaxl B( Y)) whtch .attsfics B'1 Y'.~ 1- u

3. Cuuprrativé and nun-cuuperatíve emission charges
UnJ~r intcrnauunal cuurJinauon. JenuteJ hy thc wb,cnpt 1. the ~uuntnc. ~uinU~ :um :u pruJucuun
Icvcli {Y(!1. r~ U, ~- I.. ...VI ,tnd cffor[s íL,(r). r? 11, t- I......V) tn urJcr tu nta.ctrPuc ~lubal
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Fig. I.

welfare fV - E;",W,. Because of symmetry the outcomes are the same for each country. The optimality
conditions are:

B'(Y) z(a~N)r

or

Ya~(ar~N).

C'(E)s(1~N)r

or

E~~L(r~N),

re(rfS)r-ND'(S),

~'s I~B" c6.
Ji'-I~C"~0,

lim exp(-n)r(t)S(r)-0,
~~m

(3)
(4)
(S)

where r denotes the optimal emission charge ( or minus the shadow price of the concentration Ievel of
pollutants). When the governments jointly levy an average emission charge r per unit of pollution and
give a subsidy r~N per unit of private effort to clean up the environment, private agents maximise
B(Y,)-C(E;)-(a~N)rY,t(l~N)rE;, which forces the market to behave in a socially optimal way.
Substitution of (3) and (4) in (2) yields the controlled dynamic development of the concentration level of
pollutants

S a a~( ar~N )- SS - y( r~N ),

S(0) - Sn.

(6)

The non-cooperative open-loop Nash equilibrium, denoted by the subscript N. is given by ( 3) and ( 4), but
with (5) replaced by

rz(rtS)r-D'(S),

lim exp(-rr)r(t)S(t)-0.
,~m

(5')

so that the marginal social damage of an additional unit of production in the non-cooperative outmme is
one N-th of the damage under international coordination.
The systems of differential equations ( 5)-(6) and (5')-(6) both have a negative Jacobian, so the steady
states are saddlepoints. The phase diagrams are drawn in Figure l. Obviously, the steady-state value of
the concentration level of pollutants under international coordination is lower than under the non-cooperative open-loop Nash outcome whilst it is highest under the market outcome, SN ~ SN ~ S~. Because
~' ~ 0 and ~G' ~ 0, it follows from ( tï) that the opposite holds for the corresponding emission charges.
ri ~ rN ~ rN - 0. Furthermore, it follows from ~' ~ 0 that Yi ~ YN ~ YM, and from Jr' ~ 0 that E, ~ EN
~ E,~ s 0. Hence, the market fails to deliver pollution control whilst absence of international policy
coordination leads to too low emission charges and not enough abatement activities.

a. Subgame-perfect Markov outcome
The non-cooperative open-loop Nash outcome yields strategies, which are a function of time and the
initial concentration level of pollutants, 5,,, and which are chosen at time 0 for all future points in time.

~ 12
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Hence, countnes do not condition their strategies on ubservanons of the concentratiun level of pollutants
uver ume and are committed to stick to their initially chosen policies forever 1 Reinganum and Stokey
[4]). It seems more realistic to use the feedback Nash or subgame-perfect Markov equilibrium cuncept
(Ba~ar and Olsder [l[; Fershtman [3[; de Zeeuw and van der Plceg (5[), deno[ed by the subscript F, in
which the wuntnes conditíun thetr strategies un the current observation uf the concentradon level of
pullutants nnd are not cummitted to any future policy acuuns. This means that, even when countries
deviate Crom the equilibnum path, it is rational to carry out announced policies if called upon to do so at
some puint in the luture. In technical terms, Bellman's dynamic programming technique is used instead
uf Puntryagm's maxtmum principle. In order to ubtain analytical results, attention is focused on
quadratic ubjective functions: B(Y)a~3Y- :YZ, D(S)~'ySZ and C(E)- : BE'. The Hamiltonlacobi-Bellman equation for country i, i e 1...., N, becomes

rt!(S, t)-dV,(S, t)~,1t~max(~Y,- :Y,Z--.BE,'- ~yS'

r[av,(S, t)~as]

I(a~N) ~Y-SS-(1~N) ~E~ l~,

l

,-t

,-~ 1

where t; denotes the value function, which gives the equilibrium value of sucial welfare from time t
onwards, starting with concentration level of pollutants S. Because of symme[ry again the ou[comes are
the same ior tach country. The equilibrium strategies are given by

Y( S, r) 3~b( -( a~N ) aV( S, t) ~aS )~ p t( a~N ) aV( S, r ) ~aS,

( 8)

E(S. r) s~(-(1~N) aV(S, r)~aS) --(1~Nd) aV(S, r)~aS.

(9)

The emission charge r corresponds to -aV(S, t)~3S (cf. (3). (4), and (5)). Substitunng ( 8) and ( 9) in (7),
postuleung a concave quadratic form for the value functwn. L'( S. r)- u„(t )- a,l t)S - :u,(r )S', u,U )~
U. ;u that dV(S, t)~aS~ - ui(r)-u,(t)S, and equating ccefficients uf S and S' leads [o a system of
differential equations in u~ and o,. The saddlepoint solution of this system is given by

U, -

aR3v,
~N- Il
rtSt~a't(l~B)~I~
z
lo,

~ o,

N

-(rt?S) t ~(rt-3S)'tdy~a-t(l~g)~I
?~a' t ( 1~Bll

~ n, - I 1
I
N'

'N- l
-.

l

v-

~ u.

The resulhng differenual equauon for the concentrahon level.
S-~n)i-~a~t

O~ti)1(~,ií~)J-{ St~a~t(I~d)~Íua'.V)'S.

u,tablc . tn.l has thc steadv-state value

S,-I

tC`3 -[a-

dT

.

T ( I i ~)I(?I~ .v )~

a'~(l~fl) (u,~N)

In ~~rd~r to be ~ble to compare this with prevlous results. the values uf St, S„ ~nd J,~ have to he
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calculated for the same quadratic benefit. damage and cost functions. Straightforward calculatíon yields:
a~i
.S, -

y
S~[a-t(t~8)IlrtSl

a~

af3

G Sv -

y

G SM -

[ a~} ( I ~ B )1~,v(rt,,)

St

á.

(14)

Prnposition. S, G SN G SF G SM.

ProoL Sr G SM follows immediately from ( 10)-( l4). Since
I rtSt [a-t(1~6)~[(N- I)~N-[o. 1
.
- I.
aQ - [a` t ( l~e)~(oirN) -a911rtSt a-t(l~B)
(2N-l)~N- o.J

( 15)

in order to prove SN G SF, one has to prove
rtSt [a'f (1~B)~[(2N- I)~Nz~o, G rtSt [a-t(l~e)~[(N- 1)~Nz~o,
St

St~[a't(1~B)~y~N(rtS)~

(16)

a-t(1~B) (o:~N)

or
(rf2S)o,}[az~-(1~B)~

(2N-l~
!V~

,

I[a-t(1~9)~r11N-I~

o~-y~l

rtS

ll`

NZ

o,.

(17)

The left-hand side is zero while the right-hand side is strictly positive, which completes the proof.

~

Corollary. t,~T~~TFiTM~O; YtGYNGYFGY,,~; E,~EN~EF'EM~O.

Prvof. The steady-state relations between r and S, Y and T, and E and r are monotonic.

o

It is easy to explain why the subgame-perfect Markov outcome leads to a higher concentration Icvel of
pollutants than the open-loop Nash outcome. Each country reasons that the other countries will react to
an increase in the concentration level of pollutants with lower production levels and more efforts to
clean up, according to the contingent strategies given by ( 8) and (9). These reactions partly off-set the
initial increase in pollution. As a result of this reasoning the equilibrium outcome for the concentration
level of pollutants is higher, because the marginal damage to the natural environment is valued lower
than in the open-loop case. The proposition leads to the important conclusion that the environmental
benefits of international coordination are higher when the more realistic non-cooperative equilibrium
concept is used. Unrealistic assumptions on infotYrtation and rnmmitment under-estimate the damage to
the environment of not coordinating emission charges.

5. Conclusion
This note derives cooperative and non-cooperative outcomes of the game of international pollution
control. Absence of internatíonal policy coordination leads to too low emission charges, insufficient
abatement activities and too much pollution. The subgame-perfect Markov equilibrium has more realistic
assumptions about information and commitmcnt than the open-loop Nash equilibrium, but leads to more
pollution. Hence. the open-loop Nash equilibrium under-esumates the benefits of international coordinatíon. Further research will be directed towards extending the basic polluuon control model to allow for
uther abatement activities such as investment in clean technology and in purification plants. This allows

!N
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~ne to ask whether it is bettcr to grow Fast in order to have resources for investment in abatemen[ ur to
;row slow in order to pollute less.
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